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th
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The Rt Hon Chris Grayling, MP  S. Francis and S. Duncan               
Secretary of State for Transport   Deputy Directors Aviation Security 
The House of Commons    Policy 
London SW1A 0AA     Department for Transport 
       Great Minster House 
       33 Horseferry Road 
       London     SW1P 4DR 
 
 
Dear Rt Hon Chris Grayling,  

Dear  

 

Restrictions imposed on North Cyprus flights 

 

I am writing as Chair of Embargoed!. We are a London based human rights group which 

has been campaigning since 2005 to bring an end to the international isolation of North 

Cyprus, and the full restoration of political, economic and social rights of the North 

Cypriot people. You may be aware that there are some 15,000 British ex-patriates who 

reside in North Cyprus, and tens of thousands of British tourists visit North Cyprus 

each year.    

 

We are aware of the correspondence between the Secretary of State for Transport and 

my colleagues at Association of Turkish Cypriots Abroad, and discussions leading up the 

changes in arrangements for Pegasus flights to and from North Cyprus.  

 

My organisation is very keen that as a priority, security of passengers should come first. 

We are therefore writing in the hope that we can help conjoin security to the same high 

levels across the board for the whole of the journey from Ercan to the UK at the 

earliest time. 

 

We believe that the new arrangements imposed on North Cypriots whereby people  

have to change flights in Turkey have an adverse impact on both the elderly, unwell and 

other needy  passengers, and the North Cyprus economy as a whole. As my colleagues 

have already pointed out, the UN Annan Peace Plan referendum of 2004 was accepted 

overwhelmingly by Turkish Cypriots and rejected overwhelmingly by Greek Cypriots.   

As a result, the UK’s stated policy, at prime ministerial level was that North Cypriots 

should not be punished for voting for peace, and that direct flights should ensue to 

North Cyprus. We are therefore most disappointed that Britain is not only refusing to 

operate direct flights to North Cyprus, but now making the travellers’ journey even 

more difficult.  
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A meeting was held on 26th May 2017 in North Cyprus, attended by the North Cyprus 

Minister for Tourism, the Anglo Turkish Association,  British Residents’ Society and The 

Foreign Residents Association amongst others. At this meeting, a significant level of 

dissatisfaction was expressed by the expatriate community, which includes a large 

percentage of elderly and infirm people. The British High Commissioner in Cyprus, Mr 

Matthew Kidd has also been contacted by these groups who expressed their 

disappointment about the changes imposed by your department. 

 

The Turkish Cypriot Civil Aviation Office, UK business people, Turkish Cypriot 

Chamber of Commerce, many UK based Turkish Cypriot NGOs, and some British 

Parliamentary representatives are equally dismayed at the new proposals and have 

voiced their concerns. An online petition to reinstate “touchdown” process is attracting 

thousands of signatories. 

 

I list below our issues and proposals, in the hope that you are in a position to effect 

change at the earliest time to the benefit of everyone involved.  

 

1.    Flights from UK to North Cyprus via Turkey      

 

1.1  Can you please confirm that the UK’s responsibility and authority for flights 

 originating from the UK ends after these flights land in another country? In other 

 words, in this instance, that Turkey is responsible for its own internal or external 

 flights, and may choose to use the same craft for its onward destinations without 

 disembarking passengers and baggage, as it has been in the past? Assuming that the 

 UK has a high level of flight security, it would, in any case,  make much sense for 

 flights to touch-down and take off from Turkey without disembarkation so that 

 that high level  security is preserved throughout the journey.   

 

2.   Flights from North Cyprus to UK via Turkey and “wall-to-wall security” 

 

2.1 The new proposals appear to be based on the understanding that “we have no 

 visibility of the security applied in Ercan”, as per the letter dated 24 March 2017 from 

 S. Francis and S. Duncan. We believe that the UK should not ignore security at  

 airports used by many British passengers as “invisible”. Ercan itself, and its security 

 is very real and visible to everyone, not least the 4 million passengers using it each 

 year, and this reality needs to be recognised by the UK authorities.  

 

2.2 There are no legal obstacles to the UK authorities visiting,  communicating and 

 agreeing protocols with Ercan particularly in the light of the High Court ruling 

 dated 3rd February 2017 which concluded that law enforcement officers of both the 

 UK and North Cyprus can collaborate with each other on criminal matters. We 

 are not unaware of the South Cyprus Greek Cypriot authorities’ efforts to  block 

 external initiatives pertaining to North Cyprus. However, the Greek Cypriot 

 authorities do not have effective control over the North, and as stated above,   
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 there is no legally valid reason as to why British Authorities could not deal directly 

 with  Ercan. 

 

2.4 We understand that Ercan does operate the latest technology and procedures in 

 place to ensure that passengers using the airport are safe and that that their 

 security is at the same levels as Turkey. You may be aware that the companies 

 which manage Ercan airport are Turkish mainland registered, so any reports they 

 provide would  be  internationally valid. If the UK can use evidence provided, this 

 would mean that the total journey, from Ercan to the UK (and back) would 

 provide “wall-to-wall  security” of a high order to the benefit of passengers and 

 airlines. We strongly believe that this is achievable.     

 

2.5 Your letter dated 24th March 2017 also mentions that “Other transit passengers 

 from the same location and flown by another Turkish carrier are already being 

 screened in that way”. Please note that Turkish Airlines have always disembarked 

 passengers for scheduling reasons, and have not altered their procedures to fall in 

 line with your new proposals per se. If the wall-to-wall security procedure 

 proposed in this letter is agreed for Ercan-Turkey-UK-Turkey-Ercan flights, all  

 carriers would benefit from higher levels of security, and lower levels of 

 disruption to their own operations.      

 

2.6 Clearly, it is the aviation authorities of each country which decide what regulations 

 apply at their airports. We are surprised that the Turkish and North Cyprus Civil 

 Aviation authorities are not being engaged in this process, but that the carriers are 

 being approached directly by the UK authorities. Your comments are welcome on 

 this important issue.  

 

3 Efficacy of proposed security arrangements and post-implementation review  

 

3.1 You will be aware that many international technical security experts have 

 expressed doubts about the efficacy of transferring the larger pieces of IT 

 equipment from hand to hold luggage. They argue that putting equipment into hold 

 does not in itself prevent breaches of security. They argue that in some ways, this 

 may exacerbate risks because whereas incidents resulting from a device in the cabin 

 may be controlled by staff to some degree, this would not be possible for any 

 device shut away in the hold. It is further argued that battery technology failures 

 could start accidental fires in hold, which, again, would be difficult to control. 

 

3.2 You will also be aware that the choice of the six countries has been controversial 

 and questions have been put at the House of Commons about this, the point 

 being that terrorists could fly to the UK from potentially dozens of other countries, 

 including some European ones where terrorist acts have already been committed. 
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 From this, it would not seem unreasonable to surmise that high levels of security 

 ought either apply across the board at international level because they are 

 essential, or not at all.       

 

 In the light of these concerns, can you please comment on whether there is a date 

 on which there will be a post implementation review of the current restrictions?  

 

We would be grateful for an early response to our enquiries.  We would also be very 

happy to come and speak to you at your offices to gain greater insight into issues 

relating to this matter.            

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Fahri Zihni 

 

Fahri Zihni 

             

Mr Fahri Zihni, BSc, MBA      
Chair        
Embargoed! 
www.embargoed.org    

 
Keep up with our latest news 
Follow us on Facebook 
Twitter: @Embargoed 
Become a member or donate  
Turkish Cypriots- embargoed since 1964 

 

http://www.embargoed.org/news.php
http://www.facebook.com/legal/copyright.php#!/groups/9764319739/
https://twitter.com/embargoed
http://www.embargoed.org/online-joining.php
http://www.embargoed.org/donations.php

